Agents of Satan DVD Has Arrived! (Plus lots of other life-changing information)

AGENTS OF SATAN DVD: Yesterday, after weeks of anticipation, 1000 "Agents of Satan" DVDs finally arrived at our headquarters in North Idaho. "For Satan himself" Paul wrote, "is transformed into an angel of light" (2 Cor. 11:14), and especially is this true through the proliferation of websites loaded with false information - that seems right - warring against those that "keep the commandments of God and have the testimony of Jesus Christ" (see Revelation 12:17). "Agents of Satan" counteracts these lies. Filmed for the public, it's great for sharing with friends and relatives, especially with those who have been unwittingly poisoned by websites attacking God's Law and commandment-keepers. This professionally produced, 4-hour TV series costs only $19.95. You can order online, or by calling 1-800-782-4253.

NEW RADIO INTERVIEW WITH RICK WALKER ABOUT HELL: Last Sunday night I was interviewed by Texas talk show host Rick Walker about "The Hot Topic of Hell." This was Part 2 of a previous interview, and he opened up the phone lines for Q & A. Believe me, it was lively! To listen now, click here.

DISASTER TRACTS STILL ON FIRE: Our phones keep ringing with orders for our new "Making Sense of Natural Disasters" tracts. In the last few days I have given out over a dozen, and no one has refused to take one. Another 6.7 quake recently struck Japan. Terrible flooding has hit Minot, North Dakota. On June 20, The Boston Globe reported:
harder. Snowstorms strike long after winter should have ended. World record hailstones fall. China endures a crippling drought, and then punishing floods. Millions are displaced in a flood of historic proportion in Pakistan. The U.S. sees the Mississippi River reach historic flood crests, and then sees the largest wildfire in Arizona history. None of these events on their own mean anything. Collectively, do they mean we’re seeing the earth’s climate change before our eyes?

Yes, they do. Jesus is coming soon! May God use us to awaken others. Our new disaster tract is perfect for sharing. Visit **Www.whydisasters.com**. Get on board. Share a tract. Change a life. Now available from White Horse Media.

**EUROPEAN SUNDAY ALLIANCE LAUNCHED:** On June 20 a new **Sunday legislation alliance** supported by “65 civil society organizations, trade unions, and churches” was officially launched in Brussels. Read their Founding Statement. They want Sunday laws. As disasters increase, we expect similar alliances to spring up. Are you ready for what’s coming? To understand the issues more fully we recommend our pocketbooks, **Discovering the Lost Sabbath Truth** and **Decoding the Mark of the Beast**. Only $1 each.

**NEW COUNTERTOP DISPLAYS FOR SHARING OUR POCKETBOOKS:** My next pocketbook, **The United States in Bible Prophecy: The Day of the Dragon is At the Door** will soon go to press, and when it does, our count of pocketbooks will reach 10. The other titles are: **Solving the Mystery of Death**, **The Millennium**, **The Hot Topic of Hell**, **Perils of Talking to the Dead**, **Perils of Harry Potter and Witchcraft**, **The Darkness of Twilight**, **Surviving Toxic Terrorism**, **Discovering the Lost Sabbath Truth**, and **Decoding the Mark of the Beast**. Recently we have been strongly impressed that we need a small countertop display stand to help our friends more easily display these pocketbooks in the office or lobby of their businesses. What a great way to witness! After much research, we found the perfect displays at **Brochure Holders 4 U**. The cost breakdown is: 50 6-pocket units (an order of 50 is their minimum) for $1,350.00 ($27 each), and 50 12-pocket units for $1,800.00 ($36 each). That's $3,150.00 total (plus shipping). Once purchased, you can get them. **Here** is what a 12-pocket unit looks like. **Is anyone interested in donating toward this $3,150.00 expense?** If so, you will be initiating a larger distribution of all ten of our truth-filled small pocketbooks nationwide. White Horse Media has many expenses, and we keep praying for assistance. If God impresses you to help with this, let me know.

**FOR DADS:** I realize Father's Day is behind us, but my stepmother sent me this 2-minute video called **The Influence of a Father** that touched me deeply. A small portion of the music was too loud for me, but the message is so powerful! If you are a dad, believe me, you will be deeply moved if you watch it. **Do it.**

**HEALTH BOOST:** One more thing. Thanks to the work of Jeff
products on www.whitehorsehealth.com. Today, I recommend Dr. Rob's "Super Green Phyto Complex" which is loaded with nutrition. All purchases will not only bless your body with nutrients, but will also help White Horse Media.

On a personal note, my family is doing great, and our little Seth hasn't had a seizure for a long time. God is great! Thank you for your prayers.

Longing for heaven,

Steve Wohlberg  
Speaker/Director, White Horse Media  
www.whitehorsemmedia.com

White Horse Media is a faith ministry that exists entirely because of the generous contributions of those who appreciate its worldwide impact for Jesus Christ through television, radio, books, tracts, CDs, DVDs, seminars, and the Internet. To donate, click here.

To "sign up" for our White Horse e-newsletters, click here (see "E-News Sign Up").

Feel free to forward these to your family, friends, Twitter, and Facebook lists.
“Together for decent working hours!”

European Sunday Alliance launched in Brussels on 20 June 2011

On 20 June, some 65 civil society organisations, trade unions and Churches launched the European Sunday Alliance at an event held in the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) in Brussels. In their Founding Statement “Together for decent working hours” the signatories commit to safeguard and promote work-free Sundays and decent working hours throughout Europe. The launch was part of an expert conference on the impact of Sunday work on the health, safety and social integration of workers.

The conference was opened by Luca Jahier, president of Group III (Civil Society) of the EESC and brought to a conclusion by George Dassis, president of Group II (Employees). Jahier emphasized that Europe needs a social model based not only on production and consumption, but also on shared free time for social interaction and societal engagement: “We need time for the collective rituals of society, not only mass occupations like shopping.”

Among the expert speakers were the psychologist Professor Friedhelm Nachreiner, who recently testified in the German Constitutional Court proceedings on Sunday work that resulted in a ban on shop openings on Sundays in that country. He presented the results of numerous studies, proving: “Whatever set of data you look at, whatever aspects you factor in or leave aside, the result is always the same: Any person working on Sundays is negatively affected both in terms of health and safety.” The social scientist Dr Jill Ebrey, who undertakes research on the social value of synchronised free time at weekends for workers, helped finding explanations for these findings: “Saturday and Sunday are not merely the end of the week, but form the weekend – a special time for almost anybody. Its demise causes great distress.” Other aspects covered were the impact of volunteer work and economic pressures on Small and Medium Sized Enterprises.

The members of the Alliance demand that both European and national legislation needs to be more protective of workers’ private lives, including the right to shared free time for family, social and civic engagement, and culture. They stress that societies need a collective rhythm, because people are embedded in social structures that are necessary for their well-being and for social cohesion: “Apart from our scientific findings, the political decision comes down to what sort of society we want to live in: a participative society, or a society where more and more people withdraw from interaction – with the negative impacts on democracy this would have,” concludes Professor Nachreiner.

In asserting these rights, the Alliance refutes a purely economically-driven lifestyle, but argues for a better reconciliation of private and professional life. The Alliance urges the EU and Member States to take all legislative and political measures to promote these aims, including working time regulations that respect the right to limited working hours, to weekends and holidays, and collective agreements. It invites other actors to join the Alliance and promote the aims at all political levels.